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INTRODUCTION |

|
The production of highly ionized beams of heavy ions has been a $

.•subject of intensive investigation in several laboratories during the |
last decade. The resulting technology provides the basis or. which 1
;:ia:iy high-energy heavy-ion accelerators operate. Along the path of I
an ion as it traverses a stripping medium, the charge state of a \
particular ion may fluctuate many times. The charge state distribu- ;,
tion of such a beam of particles reaches equilibriun after traversing \
a certain thickness of the stripping medium. A recent survey shows i
that extensive information has beer, accumulated concerning charge j
state distributions of heavy ions as they emerge from both solid ]
and gaseous targets1. Most of these, however, have been obtained •'
.with experimental apparatus which confines the emerging beam within i
a very small solid angle in the forward direction. The work by '•
Xc-ssei shows that the enc-rgir.g charge state distributions produced !
in single event scattering depend strongly on the distance of closest '
approach2'3. We have previously reported a series' of experiments in '•
which absolute yields of highly charged ions were obtained from high ;
atonic number stripping gases at target thicknesses somewhat above
that of single collision processes, but somewhat less than equili-
brium thickness1'. That work was performed specifically for deter- •
mining design parameters for a terminal stripper in a large tandem
accelerator. The present results were obtained using the same •
apparatus but with a smaller target thickness to examine single ?
scattering events and to obtain cross sections for the loss of :
several electrons in a single collision. )

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH \
•5

The experimental apparatus is virtually identical to that re- ;
ported earlier1*. A schematic illustration is reproduced in Fig. 1. 3
A momentum analyzed beam of 60 MeV I 1 0 + ions, produced in the ORNL i
tandem accelerator, was collimated prior to entering the target j
chamber by two apertures. The apertures were separated by 154 cm '&,
and had diameters of 3 mm and 0.5 mm. The smaller aperture was - 1
placed just before the target chamber. A surface barrier detector, |
used to detect particles scattered at 60° from a chemically etched |
annular film surrounding the first aperture, served as the beam if
monitor. The details of the monitoring system have been reported
previously by Appleton et al5.

A differentially pumped target cell was positioned 27 cm
after the second aperture and mounted directly above a 1400 £/sec
diffusion pump. The target cell consisted of two circular enti-ance
apertures 1 mm in diameter and two exit apertures 1 x 2.5 mm and
1 x 4 an. All apertures were spaced 2 cm apart as shown in the
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3
insert to Fig. I, permitting measurements at scattering angles |
through 3J. The target gas was introduced between the second and 1
third apertures. The target gas pressure was measured by a capaci- |
tance manometer. %

Charged particles scattered at a given angle were analyzed with |
an electrostatic charge state analyzer which has been described pre- |
viously". The charge state resolution was determined by a vertical f
collireator 1.03 mm high positioned at the entrance to. the analyzer. §
The angular resolution was determined by a slot in a mask 4.1 mm |
wide directly in front of the detector which was 429 cm from the §
center of the target. The resulting angular resolution was A6 = |!
.054° and the solid angle was Aft = 2.9 x 10"7 ster. The monitor |
efficiency was measured by observing the beam intensity at 0° with f
no target gas. The result was 1064 ± 60 beam particles per monitor f
cour.t. Pressures in the flight tube before and after the target !
cell were approximately 2 x 10"6 Torr throughout the measurements. i
Target gas pressures were (5.1 and 11.9) x 10"3 Torr, and the I
scattering angles were 0.05°, 0.10° and 0.20". I

RESULTS i

Figure 2 shows the charge state distribution measured at Xe
pressures of 5.1 x 10~3 and 11.9 x 10"3 Torr at a scattering angle j
or 0.2°. The similarity in shape suggests that these target thick- •;
nesses are essentially in the single collision region although f
there is some evidence of electron pick-up at the higher pressure. \

Figure 3 shows the differential scattering cross section :•
plotted against the number of electrons removed for the three ;;
scattering angles observed. For a Aq of 15, the last N shell *j
electron must be removed in the collision. At a scattering angle \
of 6 = .05°, the range of 9 actually extends from .025° to .075° \.
so that the distance of closest approach, Ko, varies from .17 to ..'
.26 A. Self-consistent field calculations7'6 show that the radii •;
of maximum radial charge density are approximately .13A for the X
M shell and . 42A for the N shell in I or Xe. At the minimum ' i;!
distance of closest approach within the allowed range for 6 = .05°, ':
the M shell electrons of the I - Xe system are just beginning to 5
merge during the collision. This may result in the excitation or (1
removal of one or more of the M shell electrons which then loads |
to ioni-ation cascades where all of the electrons in the X shell
are removed. The much higher probability of removing 10-12
electrons probably results from similar processes but with the
initial electron excitation or removal occurring in the N shell
itself.

At 9 = .i0 the range of fi0 extends from .13 to .17A. In ;
this case the merging of the M shells within the I - Xe system is i|
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Fig. 2. Charge state distributions for 60 MsV I l c + on Xe at
a scattering angle of 6 = 0.2° for target gas pressures
of 5.1 x I0"3 Torr (o) ar.d 11.9 x 10"3 Torr (o).
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rig. 3. Differential scattering cross sections for the removal
of Aq electrons in a single collision between 60 MeV
I 1 0 + and Xe at angles of .05°, .10°, and .20°.



substantial and therefore M shel.1 electron excitations are rela-
tively nore probable as a result. Finally at 0 = .2° the ir.ter-
penetration0of the M shails is complete with >i0 extending from
.09- to .11A. The probability of removing all N shell electrons
relative to other processes then becomes greater.

At these selected scattering angles L shell ir.terpenetfaticn
did not occur, thus very little M shell ionization was observed.

Numerical integration of the differential cross sections for
the removal of 11, 12, 13, and 14 electrons over the angular range
observed yields the results shown in Table 1.

CONCLUSION

From these data and those reported earlier3«!*»s it is clear that
ultra high charge state ions are produced in single collisions with
the target atoms. With the large magnitude of the cross sections
for these events it is possible to make experimentally useful beans
of such ions with a relatively simple gas cell provided that a
sufficientiy large acceptance solid angle is employed.
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Total a (x 10~at> C.T.

S ± 2

5.0 ± 0.5

1.6 £ 0.3

1.1 ± 0.2

. ible 1. Total removal cross sections for Lq electrons
from 60 MeV l 1 0 + v:hen scattered by Xe gas in
single collisions
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